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11. Summary of the findings of the thesis:
   Giving out the systems of solutions to complete the State budget management of Hung Nguyen district, Nghe An province such as: continue and renovate the delivery of budget; renovate the procedures for the State budget management; renovate the activities to thecomings and outgoings; renovate the State budget management in the communes and town; renovate the apparatus of the State budget management, to enhance the qualifications, capacity of the staff who working for the State budget management.
12. Practical applicability, if any:
   The results of the study have practical meaning in Hung Nguyen district as well as other areas having the same characters, in order to complete the State budget management of districts.
13. Further research directions, if any:
   Study more deeply in revenue and expenditure content of the district budget to clarify the State budget management of Hung Nguyen district.
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